
A Level & IB Economics 

Introduce yourself by typing into the comment box:

My name is…

I am interested in studying Economics in the Sixth Form 
because…





Economics helps us to understand how the 
world works… and how to make it a better 
place. 

It is at the heart of understanding the major social problems of our 
time,including

• climate change,

• inequality, 

• poverty,

• health care,

• an ageing population,

• obesity, and 

• globalisation. 

• Effective solutions to these problems require economic insights.



What questions are economists asking?
• By Vicky Haigney, Office for National Statistics

• The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has and will continue to 
affect the lives of millions of people across the world. Disruption 
to supply chains, workplace closures and social distancing 
measures enforced worldwide are contributing to a global 
slowdown. Being able to measure and analyse the economic 
and social impacts of COVID-19 quickly is imperative to 
informing the policy response of the UK government and in 
helping to mitigate the extent of this slowdown.

As an apprentice economist working in the Labour Market Analysis team, I have had a 

unique insight into how the work of the ONS has been impacted by COVID19.



What questions are economists asking?
• Does immigration cause unemployment?

• What explains the gender pay gap?

• What is the impact of automation on jobs, earnings, inequality?

• Why do people behave irrationally?

• What makes a YouTube star?

• How did gold mining in South Africa affect infant mortality?

• Do men and women differ in their willingness to compete?

• What are the most efficient and effective ways to decarbonise the 
UK economy?

• What’s the best way for the government to promote innovation?

• What effect does the minimum wage have on wages and employment?



Please visit the website below for loads more 
information
• Http://www.discovereconomics.ac.uk

Http://www.discovereconomics.ac.uk


Eduqas AL Economics IBH & S Economics

Style of Learning Theory taught & exam preparation completed 
throughout the course. 

Developing an understanding of why Economies 
often fail to deliver what societies want via the study 
of real world issues & enquiry based  learning 
through the lens of 9 key concepts

Assessment Mini tests throughout course.
Lower sixth – Internal PPE examination-June

Upper sixth – Internal PPE examination- January
Final examination- June U6.

3 papers P1  1.5 hrs: MCQ & Short DRQ
P2: 1.5 hrs: 2 Long DRQ
P3: 2.5hrs: 3  Essays

End of unit class assessments throughout the course. 
Coursework: 3 commentaries: IBS: 25%. IBH: 20%
P1: 1.15 hrs: 1 essay
P2: 1.45 hrs: 1 long DRQ
P3 ( HL only): 1.45hr 1 Policy Q

Expectations Time management –and focus on deepening 
understanding through DST and research

Wider reading. We give you free subscription to the 
Financial Times and The Economist. You will complete 

a weekly reading log.

Extended exam style writing practice throughout the 
course

Time management –and focus on deepening 
understanding through DST and research

Wider reading. We give you free subscription to the 
Financial Times and The Economist. You will 

complete a weekly reading log.

Extended exam style writing practice throughout the 
course

Matriculation Students are not required to have a GCSE in this 
subject in order to study it at A Level.
In addition to the Sixth Form matriculation 
requirements, students must have at least one GCSE 5 

In addition to the Sixth Form matriculation 
requirements, you will need to have at least a grade 
5 in your GCSE Humanities subject/s. It would be an 
advantage to have at least a grade 6 or better in 


